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Hello All, 
 
I hope you have been enjoying the beautiful weather we have been having lately (before we get oppressed by the heat 
of summer).  Our regular meetings will start up in August and our guest presenter will be Tony Bebb.  See below for 
further details for the meeting.  Tony has a lot of bonsai knowledge to share with us and we have asked him to discuss 
bonsai soils, repotting and carving.  Please note that during these times we will need to practice the COVID safety 
regulations as outlined by the government.  Please read this information in the newsletter carefully.   There will be a 
general workshop in the morning so I encourage members attending to bring along a tree and the necessary tools to 
work on it in a friendly environment. 
 
Over the next couple of months, Tony S will be setting up a photographic area at the meetings.  If you would like some 
high-resolution images of your tree in good lighting and background, please bring it along.  The photos we collect will 
also be considered for next year’s calendar. 
 
Last month the Bonsai Course students came together for a full day of training under the expert guidance of Keith S.  
Bruce H and Keith brought many trees, stands and other display items to assist in the topic of displaying bonsai.  Tony 
S was also on hand to photograph the student trees with proper lighting and background.  Thank you to all three for 
the big effort they put into this day.  The next Bonsai Course will be starting up soon.  If you are interested, please see 
Keith S.  
 
If you borrowed any library books or magazines back in February, don’t forget to bring them back.  The library will be 
open for borrowing and is a great bonsai resource. 
 
Contrary to what was mentioned previously, the Bimer Bonsai Market for this year has been cancelled, along with the 
Bonsai weekend with an International artist we had planned for November.  Hopefully next year we can reschedule 
these events. 
 
We will be having our AGM in September. If you would like to help in the running of the club, please consider joining 
the committee.  We are also looking for general helpers during the meetings, so if you are interested in either, please 
see a committee member. 
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In the garden, the warmer weather is just around the corner and is the busier time for repotting.  Make sure you have 
your repotting materials ready so you can get straight into it when it is time.  Have a look through your trees and plan 
which ones will need to be repotted this season.  Do you have the appropriate pot for the tree?  The Bimer trade table 
will be available with pots and other materials for your consideration. 
 
The July tree ín the Bimer calendar was a Bauhinia Hookeri (now known as Lysiphyllum hookeri and mislabelled in the 
calendar as Galphinii).  This is an attractive Australian native with small butterfly shaped leaves.  I was very impressed 
with the tree when I saw it at our last annual show and sourced a tube stock for myself.  I repotted mine last year and 
it has responded well.  I have also taken cuttings that are doing well.  It is always nice to find a new species to try for 
Bonsai that responds well to pot culture.  I hope to see you at the next meeting. 
 
AG 

 

WE ARE BACK! 

AUGUST MEETING SATURDAY 1ST  

Our meetings will commence with a general workshop starting 

at 9:00am and a presentation in the afternoon session starting 

at 1:30pm.  The workshops are a chance for members to bring a 

tree along to work on in a group setting and to get some expert 

advice on.  

Come along and see Tony Bebb – one of Brisbane’s great Bonsai 

artists. He will be available in the morning from 10.00am to 

12.00pm to help you work on your trees. Don’t miss the 

opportunity to get some valuable advice free of charge and lift 

the standard of your trees. In the afternoon Tony will be 

presenting to us on bonsai soils, repotting and carving of bonsai 

trees.  It should be a great day. 

COVID safety regulations: To comply with the guidelines and for the safety of our members, some changes will be 

implemented at the meetings.  You will need to provide contact details on entry and seating will be arranged to 

comply with social distancing measures.  Dedicated people will be assigned for preparing and distributing the 

afternoon tea.  Please assist us by adhering to the new processes.  As required, if you have experienced a fever, 

cough, sore throat, shortness of breath or travelled overseas in the past month please stay at home. 

 

CALENDAR SHOOTS AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER MEETINGS 

Due to our show being cancelled, we have no photos of members’ trees to choose for the 2021 calendar, however, 

we would still like to produce one. Therefore, from 9.00am on both days (Saturday 1st August and Saturday 5th 

September) Bimer’s photographic equipment will be available.  Please bring along the trees you were planning to 

display at this year’s annual show at the Mt Coot-tha gardens. A subsequent selection of these photos will be made 

for the calendar.  

AGM SATURDAY 5TH SEPTEMBER 

After a couple of months’ postponement, we will be holding our AGM on Saturday 5th September. Remember you 
must be financial to nominate or vote at the AGM. If you would like to help the club with running the meetings or 
helping decide the club’s future direction please nominate for a position on the committee. 
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MEMBERSHIPS ARE DUE – YOU MUST BE FINANCIAL FOR THE AGM  

Thanks to those members who have already paid and help support the club – thank you. 

For payments the details are as follows: Bank of Queensland - Account Name: Bimer Bonsai Club 
Incorporated - BSB: 124 001 - Account #: 10112801 – REMEMBER you must put your surname in the 
reference section so we know who has paid. 

BIMER TREE DIG 

Bimer Bonsai Club has gained permission to collect tees from a local University. Thank you Pierre-Antoine. We are 

planning a dig possibly in September and are looking for expressions of interest from club members. The material is 

self-seeded natives. Please talk to the committee if you would like more information. Places are limited. 

JULY CALENDAR TREE – BAUHINIA HOOKERII - EVELYN G 
 

This tree was purchased as nursery stock approx. 30 years ago. It was left sitting on the ground for the first 10 years 
and the tree rooted through the pot into the soil. It flowered with yellow flowers while it had rooted into the 
ground. It was first placed into a bonsai pot after 10 years. It has never flowered since! 
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BIMER BONSAI CLUB: Expressions of Interest 

Skills & Knowledge Course 2020-21 
 

Bimer Bonsai Club is planning a course for members 
which will commence in September 2020. The course will 
have eleven 3-hour modules and run for a year and go 
through the 12-month calendar of activities that help to 
develop great bonsai in South East Queensland. Targeted 
at beginners to intermediate with reference notes and 
practical application to trees it is open to any club 
member. The course will be run by several committee 
and experienced club members. 

It will be held on the first Saturday of every month at our 
Wavell Heights facility (Wavell Heights Community Hall, 
76 Cressey Street, off Edinburgh Castle Road, Wavell 
Heights, Brisbane Queensland) from 9.00am to 12.00pm.  

The cost will be only $150 for the course and will include  

 Three trees to learn from 

 Significant notes and reference information 

The course will cover: 

 How to keep your Bonsai alive. 

 Plant selection and acquisition 

 Techniques for developing Bonsai 

 Principles of bonsai design 

 A feature species each month 

 History, Styles and sizes 

 Tools, wiring, care, and maintenance 

 Display, Tokonoma, Show display, Scrolls 

 Pots, Stands, Shohin display and accents 

 What to do each month with your trees.  
 

We are seeking expressions of interest from Club Members to understand possible numbers. Please email your non-
binding interest to participate to info@bimerbonsai.org.au or talk to Keith Stanley or a committee member at the 
next club meeting. 
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Feedback from Course participants 
 

Comments from K 
I’ve really enjoyed the course, and everything presented, and the style used both by PowerPoint and hands-on. I 
have appreciated the presentation style and opportunity to meet fellow bonsai club members who are interested in 
learning and sharing their experiences in a friendly atmosphere. I believe that by participating in the course, fellow 
club members can identify with those new to the club and appreciate genuine interest. 

I have appreciated the 12 months approach simply for the discussion around the time of year i.e. season changes 
and what we should be doing with our Bonsai, this part has made it realistic and ‘real-time’ learning. 

 

Comments from A 
I feel the course has been a great success. Built on your enthusiasm, informative & interesting notes plus support 
from many experienced Bimer members. 

Considering all the materials that have been provided, the quality of trees and hours in the course, the cost of $150 
is good value. 

Having the course on the same day as Bimer meeting works well and helps promote the course. 

The practical, hands on experience has been a highlight for me. However, the YouTube instruction videos that were 
suggested provided noticeably clear & detailed wiring instructions. Excellent and a homework place for them. 

 

Comments by P 
I think the price is fair, considering the amount of work it gives you. At least, it should be easier next term...It is an 
investment for sure. 

Happy with the length, would be happy with the use of some videos (could give you a break) followed by discussions. 
… when we talk about specific subjects, I can see the benefits of having a different presenter 

 

Comments by PW 
I think the course represents excellent value for money. At $150 for 11 sessions, it only works out to be $13.60 per 
sessions, and this is for 3-hour sessions. The fee also includes the supplied trees, wire, and pot, so the cost of the 
“tuition” probably works at to be not much more than $5 per session which, if anything, is probably too cheap. 

The Saturday morning session has worked conveniently for me, particularly given that the sessions have been held 
prior to the regular club meetings. 

There is an amazing amount of research and work that has been put into the course preparation and thank you for 
your efforts to put everything together which is very comprehensive. I have been very happy with your 
presentations at each meeting which have been very informative and enjoyable.  It has been great to have Albert 
and a few of the other senior members provide some additional contribution and this has been great. 

 

Comments by C 
I thought it was a good & appropriate course. It has to be kept in mind that it is a beginner’s course. If the basics are 
explained it is a course “on the right track”. Your course does just that and more. 

*** 
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My Bougi Beauti 

I thought I would share the journey of a Bougainvillea showing the changes over only 6 years. How time flies. Hope 
you enjoy the sharing. All the best. Keith. 

 

August 2014 
Bougainvillea purchased in August 2014. It was in 
highly colourful pot, so I transferred it to this 
one. It was basically 2 trees. One main tree and 
the other a sort of independent aerial root  

November 2015  
Decided to give it more space to the roots so 
bigger pot. The canopy filled out and tree 
looks great. 

 
April 2016 
Filled out further, lots of health but getting 
leggy still two trees that really annoyed me. 

 

 

October 2016 
Chris Xepappas helped me in a workshop to separate the trees 
and I kept the larger one. 
Put into a smaller pot. It was not the best choice more suited 
for semi cascade. 
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Feb 2018 
Filling out and lowered first 
branch 

 
2018 to 2019 
Developing lower branches and control apex strength 

    

 
July 2020 
New pot and wiring in March 2020, building the final structure 
Thank you to Tony S. for this amazing photo of my bougi beauti. 
 

 
 

*** 
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INTERVIEWS WITH BIMER MEMBERS 

 This is a new segment for the newsletter focusing on some of our members, learning more about them. While we 
have been in isolation, we have not been able to socialize and some of our newer members may not realise the 
wealth of experience and information available to them at our monthly meetings.  

 

INTERVIEW WITH MICHAEL C 

 
This month I sat down and spent some time in Michael’s garden. Michael is 70 years young and lives on the north 
side of the river. He has been with Bimer since 1983 when the club met in the potting shed at the old Hawkins 
nursey at Albany Creek. He recounted one experience doing a demo and having the nursery sprinklers come on 
which was a hazard early on in the club’s history. Michael taught bonsai in the Adult and Community Education 
system after being mentored by John Forrest, who recently passed away. He has served Bimer in the roles of 
President, Vice President and Committee member. He did note that he avoided the positions of Secretary and 
Treasurer, which he states are the hard working roles. 

How old were you when you first got into bonsai?   

After doing some mental arithmetic, we established he was 29 when he got the bug. He was attending a summer fair 
at Kelvin Grove when he came across a table filled with tiny trees in pots. He was immediately entranced and when 
he went to hold one of them, a grumpy man told him “NO TOUCHING” In spite of this, he was hooked and has spent 
the last 41 years honing his skills. 

Who was your first inspiration?   

That grumpy man was in fact Lindsay Bebb who went on to have a large influence on Michael’s bonsai journey. 
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What your first tree and do you still have it?   

Michael’s first tree was a Swamp Cypress, which expired after a few years due to a lack of water. Michael says as 
long as you learn something from the loss of a tree it has not been in vain. 

What is your favourite species and why?   

He struggled to make it just one species, but did admit Swamp Cypress made the top spot just edging out Figs. A look 
around his garden confirms  that these 2 species make up the majority of his collection. He feels the species lends 
itself well to bonsai techniques and the foliage is very suitable for the art. 

Why do you do bonsai?   

A love of trees in general spurs on Michael’s love for the art of bonsai, and he points out that he is able to have so 
many more trees fitting into his backyard. He loves the look of older trees in miniature, which is evidenced by a look 
around his collection. 

Who would you say is your mentor?   

“In digital terms it would have to be Bjorn Bjornholm. I subscribe to his blog and watch his YouTube videos. Locally I 
have great admiration for Steve T, Tony B and Averil S.” 

What is your best tree and why?   

“It is very hard to make a choice – all of my trees have a story that makes them special and hard to part with. If I 
have to nominate just one it would have to be this large swamp cypress.” 

 

What mix do you use?   

Commercially available potting mix opened up with some diatomite or 5mm gravel. 

What is your fertilizing regime?   

Osmocote, when repotting in the mix and liquid fertilizers such as Nitrosol and Powerfeed. 

If there is just one piece of advice, you had listened to when you first started what is it?  

Buy the most advanced stock you can afford. If you have $40 to spend, buy one good piece of stock rather than 8 
seedlings. Sometimes less is more. 
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As we walked around the garden, Michael showed the 
close affinity he has with his trees as he told me their 
names and recounted their stories. There was the 
Handbag Fig, which survived being collected by his wife 
early on his journey.  

It was promptly forgotten about after being wrapped in 
tissue and Michael managed to revive it a week later. 
There was Brian’s fig, which was left in Michael’s care, 
and recently Brian caught up with Michael at our show 
after 10 years and officially passed it on. The Kevin 
Wilson juniper was passed up by Michael as being 
suitable for a workshop but was taken as a last-minute 
addition.  

Kevin had a low opinion of 
Michael’s first choice of 
material but saw 
something in the juniper, 
which is still evident today. 
He showed me the 
Swimming Pool fig, which 
came from next to his 
son’s swimming pool and 
turned out to be a 
Benjamin fig.  

We also looked at the 
School fig, which he and 
his son liberated from the 
garden bed of the school 
across the road and the JBP, which he fondly remembered buying from Lindsay’s nursery when it was in Fegen Drive 
at Moorooka. There were many more trees, each of them having its own story and history.  

Therefore, a thoroughly enjoyable time spent reflecting on the personal side of the art.  

*** 

NOTICE BOARD 

Bimer Bonsai Club Activities 

1st August 9am start - Tony Bebb workshop at 10.00am 

5th September AGM/Lindsay Bebb Black Pine demo and critique 

3rd October Andrew Sellman TBC 

7th November Leigh Taafe TBC 

5th December Christmas Meeting 

Other Bonsai Related Activities 

TBA Pine Rivers Garden & Plant Fair 

TBA Bonsai Open – Central Coast Bonsai Club 

Local Bonsai Shows 

TBA Bonsai Society of QLD  

TBA Toowoomba Show 

TBA Sunshine Coast Show 

TBA Redlands Show 

TBA Gold Coast Tweed Show 
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